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Communication is hard... trust me. I know.  I hear your frustrations. I see your 
anguished eye rolls and feel your clenched jaws. I get that it can be a huge 
struggle to figure out exactly what to do and say to get a critical conversation 
to go smoothly.  

Coworkers, bosses, siblings, friends, direct reports, kids, spouses, parents and 
neighbors all invite us to engage. Some even demand it. And then they challenge 
us - daily - to respond maturely, wisely, empathically and resiliently. 

But sometimes knowing exactly…
• what to say, 
• when to say it
• how to say it, 
• how to keep the conversation on track, 
• heck, how to even get it started,
• and how to confidently hold your own, 

so you can create a profitable outcome is:  hard, anxiety-inducing, time-consuming, 
frustrating, paralyzing and a total soul-suck.

We’re battling our own self-doubt or lack of communication skills. We’re duking it out 
between our own wants and desires and the wants and desires of others. We might 
be having an external conversation with someone while simultaneously having an
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LET’S TALK ABOUT talking  
The quality of your life is a direct reflection 

of the quality of your conversations.



internal conversation with ourselves or we might just be COMPLETELY FED UP 
and still tasked with taking the high road.

In the end, disastrous conversations can make us surrender, fly into a fitful rage, 
stomp away, sound off, not get the outcome we want or perhaps just avoid these 
conversations and this person or people all together. 

I get it, I see it, and I’ve taught thousands of people how to overcome their fears 
and experience The Power of Profitable Conversations. Why?

Because when you know how to confidently and competently navigate the tough-
est conversations in your life, you can tackle your problems, meet & exceed your 
goals, sell any product, service or idea, and connect with anyone - all while being 
your best self! 

i.e. It’s a game-changing SuperPower.

That’s why I’m super excited that you’ve got your hands on this Cheatsheet.  The 
strategies, techniques & tools I’m about to share with you will make the tough 
conversations less daunting. They’ll have you confidently and competently 
navigating your way through crucial conversations starting today so you can be 
brilliant in business and happy in life. 

Get ready to be your own HERO. [Cape not included but encouraged. Or just 
wear your favorite pair of bad-ass underwear.] Let’s dive in!

Hugs,
AmyK
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LIFE. HAPPENS. ONE. CONVERSATION. AT. A. TIME.

Every raise, every promotion, every relationship, every friendship, every deal won, 
every turn-around or course corrected, every recovery, every victory, every 

milestone EVER accomplished happened one conversation at a time.

Your very existence started with a conversation: 
“Hi.” [And maybe a good cologne.]

Your voice, your brand, your business, your family, your legacy
 is built 

one conversation at a time. 
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IMAGINE:  All the profitable outcomes you can potentially produce when you 
lead brilliant, kick-ass conversations. Yep, that’s what I’m talking about. 

You’re gonna strike conversational gold.



POWER
POWER is not about dominion over others, it’s about standing up for yourself, 
using your voice and making your way in this world so you can OWN YOUR 
POWER & SHINE YOUR LIGHT and get what you want & need! Damn skippy! 

The POWER of your internal dialogue is HUGE. Full stop.  What we choose to 
believe, the stories we tell ourselves, how we talk to ourselves, our mental at-
titudes toward resilience, grit, ambition and self-worth ALL frame HOW WE 
SHOW UP to each and every conversation. 

Our POWER to consciously choose our words and our responses puts us in 
control.  We can steer conversations toward the profitable outcomes we seek… 
healthier, happier relationships; goals exceeded; deals closed; anxiety reduced; 
and our best life lived.
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power defined
It’s not what you may think.



PROFITABLE
Leading a PROFITABLE conversation isn’t just about money. Oh sure, I share 
some pretty brilliant selling conversation frameworks, scripts and questions to 
close the deal faster in my sales classes, but profitability can be your TIME USED 
WISELY and EFFICIENTLY because you know how to have the right conversation 
at the right time in the right way.  

Profitability can also be measured when you master powerful conversation skills 
because you’re LESS FRUSTRATED and MORE SURE OF YOURSELF.

Profitability can absolutely yield dividends when you start to feel LESS 
INTIMIDATED, you experience LESS ANXIETY, your communication skills are 
BAD-ASS and all of this makes YOU STRONGER. 

• When you start experiencing the power of owning your own voice, you’ll be 
more CONFIDENT.  

• When you effectively articulate what you want & need and GET WHAT 
YOU WANT & NEED, you’ll be more influential. 

• When you actively listen so you can respond thoughtfully & wisely and 
better manage yourself and your relationships with others, you’ll be MORE 
COMPETENT, MORE CONNECTED AND MORE ENERGIZED. Booyah!

In other words, you’ll be the very best version of you, to yourself and to others. 
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profitable defined
It’s not what you may think.



3 types of conversations
While most people are yakking all day long, having hundreds of conversations in 
any given week, there’s good news: there are only three types of conversations.

Type #1: Mindset Conversations 

Type #2: Professional Conversations

Type #3: Personal Conversations
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Not surprisingly, The Power of Profitable Conversations begins with you. And then 
it expands outward to your peeps.

Mindset Conversations are all the talks you have with Me, Myself and I.

Professional Conversations encompass all the calls, discussions, meetings, email 
& text exchanges you have at work.

Personal Conversations include all the heart-to-hearts, banters, tête-à-têtes, 
gabfests, texts and chats you have with neighbors, friends, family and your 
spouse or significant bestie.
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#1: Mindset conversations
The first 6 steps are all about preparation. The 7th is practice.

Every Profitable Conversation requires preparation. It’s important to put your “game 
plan” together and then rehearse. 

When you have a Profitable Conversation with Me, Myself and I you’ll figure out what 
makes you tick. You’ll gain clarity about why you react the way you do.  You’ll better 
understand your own triggers, motivators, drivers and fears. Profitable Conversations 
with yourself will lead to greater self-awareness which is the #1 differentiator between 
good leaders and wise, brilliant ones.
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#1: Mindset conversations
Answer the questions below for the next tough conversation with yourself.

1. What do I want? How do I want to feel? What do I desire? What’s the outcome I 
seek?

2. What questions do I need to ask myself? 
    Here are a few that might ignite my thinking:

•  Where might I need to choose courage over comfort?
•  Who might I allow myself to become in order to reach and exceed this outcome?
•  How might I create mini wins as I move closer to my desired outcomes?

3. What thoughts, stories and beliefs will serve me well? Which ones might be limiting 
my potential?

4. What are the feelings behind my thoughts and stories? How do I want to feel?

5. What about this goal fuels my energy? What about this goal drains my energy?

6. Do I need to offer myself grace or do I need to request fuel? Both?
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#2: professional conversations
The first 6 steps are all about preparation. The 7th is practice.

Every Profitable Conversation requires preparation. It’s important to put your “game 
plan” together and then rehearse. 

When you have a Profitable Conversation at work you’ll better manage your relation-
ships and your individual and team goals.  You’ll gain clarity about what makes others 
tick.  You’ll better understand your colleagues’ and your boss’ triggers, motivators, 
drivers and fears. Profitable Conversations with others will lead to better collaboration, 
problem-solving and decision-making. 
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#2: professional conversations
Answer the questions below for your next tough professional conversation.

1. What do we each want? How do we want to feel? What do we each desire? What’s 
the outcome we seek?

2. How might I best frame this conversation? 
    How might we _________________________________?  [insert your desired outcome in a positive, 
    forward-focused manner] 

3. What questions might I add to the meeting agenda? Which questions will help us 
explore and discern the best answer to the bigger question posed in #2 above? What 
questions might others contribute and want to see on a meeting agenda?

4. What might we discuss first, second and last? What may need to be addressed first 
in terms of importance?  and/or What may need to be addressed first in terms of 
setting the appropriate tone?

5. What are the memorable, repeatable key phrases and messages that will best 
support our desired outcomes?

6. What might I offer, request or both?
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#3: personal conversations
The first 6 steps are all about preparation. The 7th is practice.

Every Profitable Conversation requires preparation. It’s important to put your “game 
plan” together and then rehearse. 

When you have a Profitable Conversation in your personal life you’ll better manage 
your most important relationships with your friends, family, spouse or significant other.  
You’ll seek connection over power. You’ll create space for a tough conversation that in-
cludes respect, safety and trust. Profitable Conversations “at home” lead to less stress, 
greater peace and stronger, more committed relationships.
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#3: personal conversations
Answer the questions below for your next tough personal conversation.

1. What do I want? How do I want to feel? What do I desire? What’s the outcome I 
seek? What might s/he want? How might s/he want to feel? What might s/he desire? 
What’s the outcome we each seek? 

2. How might I best frame this conversation? 
    How might we _________________________________?  [insert your desired outcome in a positive, 
    forward-focused manner] 

3. What questions might I ask to better explore the issue or expand our understanding 
of multiple perspectives? Which questions will help us explore and discern the best 
answer to the bigger question posed in #2 above? What questions might s/he want us 
to ask and answer?

4. What are the memorable, repeatable key phrases and messages that will best 
support my outcome? Best support his or her outcome?

5. How might I ensure that I focus on empathy and connection instead of focusing on 
power?

6. What might I offer, request or both?



playbook: recommended reading

STAYING CONNECTED
LOVE IT? WANT MORE OF IT?

www.amyk.com

Online Classes
Individual & Group Coaching

Keynotes
Innner Circle for Sales Leaders

LinkedIn @AmyKHutchens

Instagram @AmyKHutchens

Women Leaders: www.shegetsit.com
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